
John Vetterlein was born at Woodford, then within the county of�
Essex, in 1935. He spent the years of the Second World war at�
Redbridge, an eastern suburb of Greater London, and considers�
himself fortunate to have survived the V1 (flying bomb) and V2�
(rocket) attacks on Southern England.�

Asked about his career, he has been reported as saying: "I have�
no career. I have had a life, of course I have, like most people. I�
am essentially a dabbler. I am fascinated by nearly everything I�
encounter and so I find it impossible to specialise. If you insist, I�
could say I have earned a crust or two from music, astronomy,�
literature, mathematics, physics, chemistry, medicine, engineer-�
ing, photography, teaching, waiting, boot-blacking and so on.�
But that's less than half of it. Mostly I have improvised my way�
through life. By nature I am a loner. But in company I have been�
known to chatter away to the annoyance of some and the amuse-�
ment of others. My motto is, after all, to serve and amuse and, at�
times, confound."�

John Vetterlein has lived "all over the�
place" including London, Essex, Glouces-�
tershire, Sussex, Wales ("where I found a�
true identity with the land and the peo-�
ple"). He travelled abroad ("gently - ma�
non troppo") as a musician and now lives�
and works in Orkney.�
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Introduction�

This booklet contains mostly pictures - photographs, or as we say in�
the digital age, images.�

Springfield, where I live, is situated on the east side of the island of�
Rousay, Orkney. The holding comprises about 18 acres, most of�
which is rough grazing and heather-clad. The land is above the road�
about 500 metres from the sea and at an average elevation of 50 metres.�

The small house is surrounded by low trees and shrubs, predomi-�
nately willow and fuchsia. Nesting birds include blackbird, occasion-�
ally song thrush, wrens, sparrows and starlings. Crows sometimes�
attempt to nest on the electricity poles and have been known to use�
the garden poplar and willows.�

Out on the coarse ground oyster catcher, snipe and curlew nest�
regularly. This year we were honoured by the presence of the short-�
eared owl. The species is frequently to be seen hunting on this side of�
the island (see inside front cover). This is the first time in thirty-five�
years that I have known the bird to nest at Springfield.�

From the text:�

I had no real expectation that the birds would return on subsequent�
evenings. However, I made preparations to have all cameras at the�
ready in case this should happen. To my great surprise and delight,�
one of the birds returned on three consecutive evenings. It perched on�
an old willow close to the back of the house and within four or five�
feet of the window. The bird was quite aware of my presence but�
showed no alarm: it was almost as if he (or she) were posing for these�
photographs! On the evening of 16 July this bird (for which I have yet�
to settle on a name) turned up at 8 20 pm UT. It stayed around for a�
little over twenty minutes, during which time I secured over one-�
hundred images. It has not been seen since except in flight at the�
height of the day.�

A hardback, extended edition is in preparation for 2007�


